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SHAREit pc Windows works on a multi-platform transfer of any type of data (audio, video, document, GIF, etc.) from mobile to mobile and from mobile phone to computer. One billion users use free technology that transfers data 200 times faster than Bluetooth. The wireless app shares files between your
computer and other devices without an Internet connection. No security and privacy issues and save content directly to the system, not to the cloud. A great way to share data used different formats to transfer files. It is cool and fast with SHAREit offline installer for PC. SHAREit to computer gives file
sharing with additional security and confidentiality; the files are securely protected on the user's devices, regardless of the cloud. Send files between all Windows, Mac, Android, iPhone and iPad devices. Lenovo SHAREit PC Features Save photos to computer Find more storage space on your mobile
phone to transfer photos to your computer in one click. You don't need to delete content for space, just back up photos from mobile phone to system and add a lot more to your mobile phone once again. Easy search for files Use the remote view tool to find PC files and folders through your mobile phone.
This tool allows you to search for files on your mobile phone, display it, play it and share it. Manage Powerpoint slides Move easily in the atmosphere when presenting a Powerpoint slide. The Powerpoint Control tool frees you from the limit of using a mouse or clicking a click. Manage the presentation
directly from your phone. Introduction to content A pleasant way to enjoy your friends, gathering, family, reunion and business. Transferring between mobile devices Sending content backwards and forwards through mobile devices is now very easy. Just select the information, click the recipient's name,
and then press the send button. Move between computers Click the send button only, select the receiver, and start sharing files or folders backwards or forwards between systems. Easy data transfer to store or edit it. Drag-and-drop gesture to save the entire audio library to your phone. Support for all
types of devices Use the application in any type ———- window XP, window 7, 8, or 10. Android, Mac, iOS and laptop. Transfer data without losing your content. A safe and secure way to share unsolicited commands for sharing between devices. Work quickly Share data very quickly without taking care
of the quality of the files. The SHAREit operates at the highest speed of 20 MPH/s. Transfer huge files in no time at all. 40 times faster than Bluetooth. Between operating environments Share any content like audio, video, music, documents, etc. The built-in video and music player lets you enjoy music
and that offline. Get information about new sound trends as well. Easy to log into the app via your mobile phone number. Get the best connection to the GPS. Supports communication The app supports all kinds of Messages – anonymous messages, secure messages, and group messages through your
mobile phone or computer. You can also add nearby contacts. Share all SHAREit offers an easy way to transfer images, audio or video files, documents, or even apps to different devices without using cloud storage. It only matches another SHAREit device in use without restrictions on the platform you
are using. Wireless app Creating a direct wireless connection to another device and transferring data without an Internet connection or Bluetooth. You can connect five devices at a time to share information. And the devices switch on automatically when they are in the area. Sending files to nearby devices
will only build a Wi-Fi access point, but you will need to install related apps for the latter, and it is also necessary to accept permissions. When syncing devices, start sharing data while browsing files, and drag and drop files into the corresponding interface. In fact, you need to install the APK on your
smartphone to create a connection between devices back and forth. A practical and quick way to transfer without using a third person. Get rid of taking a flash flash drive or cables, as well as uploading files to Google Drive or Dropbox. Free SHAREit for PC with a free software license available for
Windows 32 bits, as well as a 64-bit operating system for laptop and computer without restrictions and presented to all users of the software as a free download. It belongs to the File Transfer and Network category. Privacy and security The app does not require your personal information and transfers
your data without the assistance of a third person. You can store your data directly in the system. The SHAREIT for PC Download EXE fileEXE file runs on all types of WindowsInstall devices Create an account Start transferring files Compatible with Windows Lenovo Shareit Free Download With varying
compatibility with all types of devices, The application has a special compatibility with all types of Windows———-Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7 and Windows XP, which are mainly an operating system for very smooth and reliable use of the application. Moreover, it requires a 32-bit
and 64-bit installation. The main features work as a cross-platform transfer of all kinds of data used by 1 billion users200x faster than BluetoothEi security and privacy issues transfer images to your computer in a one-click search through files Remote View tool manager Powerpoint slides phones to phone
transferPC to computer transfer up to five devices at a timeEasy login through mobile phone numberSupports for all types of messages If you are an Android user then try to share these apps , people have multiple devices and operating systems at home that share the same users. Files there is quite a
problem between these different devices, especially since their systems do not play comfortably with each other and do not provide a solution that allows you to do it quickly and all at once. Unless you are a full Apple user, everyone knows what trouble we are talking about. For those of us who are tired of
separate apps taking up space on your phones or tablets to transfer files from and to computer, we introduce this tool. This software is a solution that does exactly what all other applications do, except that it installs on your computer and provides you with more than one way to transfer files. If you want,
you can use the same network where you are connected on both devices to send files or retrieve them from the source. You can also use Bluetooth if both devices are equipped with it. The software comes with a multimedia player and library, so it's a nice addition to your phone and computer as well.
SHAREit is licensed as a free software for PC or laptop running Windows 32-bit and 64-bit operating system. It is in the file sharing category and is available to all software users as a free download. SHAREit is an application developed by SHAREit Technologies Co.Ltd that allows people to share files,
videos, images, documents, audio files and various other applications from one device to another at a higher speed and efficiency than Bluetooth or HFC. Transferring data through a reliable corridor faster is what every everyday user of modern technology likes, and lucky for them, SHAREit is doing just
that and more! It is available on Android, Windows and iOS, so it serves a huge number of people and devices worldwide. The SHAREit PC app is a huge innovation in data transfer between different devices. It frees people from headaches by maintaining DVDs, CDs and USB discs doing exactly what
DVDs, CDs and USBs do, but more efficiently, more reliably and comfortably. Plus, it's free, while traditional data transfer methods are sure to cost you money. How does SHAREit work? SHAREit for PC acts as a peer-to-peer exchange. It uses wi-fi direct instead of Bluetooth or conventional Internet
connections, which is also the reason why it works almost 500 times faster than Bluetooth. The Wi-Fi direct feature means that different devices can connect without the help of a wireless access point. This means that users can transfer huge files of data stored at GigaBytes without using a typical data
connection. The phenomenon is easy to understand if you look at it as a typical hotspot connectivity works. You connect your device to another device via Wi-Fi without the help of a wireless access point. How to download SHAREit for PC? There are three simple steps to download and install the
SHAREit. Step 1 First of all, you need to download the '.exe' file for SHAREit. I personally recommend that you do using the following link: shareitdownload.net/download/shareit-for-pc Click on 'Download' to download the file. Download step: 2 After downloading the file, locate it and run it. Setup will ask
you to agree on a like any other software, and once you've approved it, it will ask you for a directory of where you want to install the app. Click Next, and then install the app. Step 3 Click on 'Next' and install the app. When the installation is complete, click Done. SHAREit is now downloaded and installed
on your computer. Using the new version If you want to send a file from your phone to your computer, you must first open the app on your computer and open the SHAREit simultaneously on your mobile phone. To send a file from your mobile phone to your computer, tap Send. From there, you can select
any photo, video, app or audio file you want to send. After selecting the files you want to upload, tap Send &; Wait. The app finds nearby devices, but the default setting for SHARet for Windows 32 bit, 64-bit is to search only for Android devices, so you need to choose either the 'Connect to iOS' or
'Connect to Windows' option depending on which operating system you are using on your computer. When the scan starts, you will see nearby available computers where you can connect to your computer. When you click on the computer shown on the radar, you will immediately see a pop-up window on
your computer screen asking for permission to connect to your mobile phone. When you click accept the file will immediately start transferring from your phone to your computer. Similarly, you can send files from your computer to your mobile phone when both devices are connected. You can also use the
QR code scanner on your phone to connect to your computer if you so wish. Is SHAREit free? The app itself is completely free for Android, Windows and iOS and wherever it is released. Some would even call it quite economical. Data transfer and storage becomes easier when you start using SHAReit.
Imagine that your mobile phone has run out of space, but the data is too valuable to delete. What do you do for a living? With SHAReit, you can transfer the data to your computer or other mobile device. Without the SHAREit hardware, this would require hardware such as data cables and probably even
the transfer of US, DVDs or CDs further. All this hardware will cost you money, while SHAREit is a software that is completely free to download and use. So, SHAREit is not only free, but also very economical and convenient. Are the SHAREi safe? The app and the way it works and works are completely
safe. As I have mentioned before, SHAREit does nothing but make a peer contact. It cannot and will not cause any harm to your mobile phone or computer. But security is as good as the files you share. If the file you send to your phone from your computer is corrupted or has a virus or malware, it would
certainly take a toll on your mobile phone. So, there is nothing to be afraid of in the app itself. You move files that need to be tracked and reviewed in case. Why SHAREit transfer speed is slow sometimes SHAREit transfer speeds SHAREit transfer speeds usually very high, but sometimes users also face
very low transfer speeds. There might be a couple of reasons for this. The distance between paired devices has a huge impact on file transfer levels. More distance means weaker signals and weaker signals ultimately mean slow data transfer. Using too many background applications during file transfer
may also slow down transfer speeds. Many applications that run at the same time greatly affect the ram memory of the device and slow down the processing speed and ultimately slow down the data speeds as well. Too many backgrounds are Wi-Fi signals, which can also slow down the transfer speed.
Large amounts of background Wi-Fi signals hinder data transfer and slow down speed. Finally, I would like to say that in this modern world, with its constantly advancing technology, it is essential that people keep up with new trends. SHAREit for Windows XP/7/8/10 provides users with a comprehensive
way to share their data faster and reliably. It's something everyone should have and know how to use. The bar placed on the market by SHAREit inspires new creations and ideas and ultimately helps humanity succeed. Download SHAREit for PC All versions Download SHAREit (64bit).exe Download
SHAREit (32bit).exe (32bit).exe
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